
Today’s Canadian oil and gas companies are facing market challenges that 
require the ability to do more with less. And with Qbyte, it can be done. 

Qbyte’s best-in-class Land, Financial, and Production Accounting applications 
have come together to provide an unparalleled Better Together solution that 
increases operational efficiency and visibility.

Integration and Interfaces

Save time and money by using Qbyte’s master file integration and transactional 
interfaces to align data between departments, eliminate duplicate data entry, 
and reduce errors.

IFS Qbyte
A Better Together Solution

Trusted by over 
300 Canadian E&P 
companies

30+ years of 
industry experience

525+ product 
installations

9000+ active usersIFS Energy & Resources Cloud

Qbyte MetrixQbyte FinancialQbyte CS Land

Qbyte Optix

Qbyte MetrixQbyte FinancialQbyte CS Land

Lease Rental Payment and
Road Use Invoicing Interface

Cost Centre and
Business Associate Integration

Cost Centre, Business Associate,
and DOI Integration

Revenue, Royalties, and Facility 
Charges One-Step Interface



IFS Qbyte — A Better Together Solution

IFS develops and delivers cloud enterprise software for companies around the 
world who manufacture and distribute goods, build and maintain assets, and 
manage service-focused operations. The industry expertise of our people and 
of our growing ecosystem, together with a commitment to deliver value at 
every single step, has made IFS a recognized leader and the most 
recommended supplier in our sector.

Learn more about how our enterprise software 
solutions can help your business today at ifs.com.
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Find out more
For more information about the benefits of our end-to-end solution, visit: www.ifs.com/qbyte

Cross-Product Reporting

Getting a clear view of operations can be difficult, especially when data  
is being managed in multiple applications. With Qbyte Optix, however, that is 
no longer an issue. Qbyte Optix brings together Land, Financial, and 
Production Accounting data in three meaningful ways to help users find all 
the critical information they need with limited effort.

Mashups
Combines data from multiple Qbyte domains to provide a more complete 
view of your operations. 

Comparisons
Compares common data such as Division of Interest and Cost Centres 
between each Qbyte domain, and highlights data discrepancies for easy 
analysis. 

Connections
Report connections provide direct access to associated data that resides in 
another Qbyte domain, allowing users to view entity or property details not 
captured in their domain. 

Save criteria  
and output

Share access to 
saved reports

Schedule reports  
to run

Distribute via email

Export to Excel  
or PDF

Mashups, Comparisons, 
and Connections

Qbyte Financial

Qbyte MetrixQbyte CS Land

Qbyte Optix

http://ifs.com
https://www.ifs.com/solutions/energy-and-resources-software/ifs-qbyte

